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https://www.100test.com/kao_ti2020/646/2021_2022_2010_E5_B9_

B412_E6_c83_646542.htm There are 20 blanks in the following

passage. For each blank there are four choices marked A), B), C) and

D ). You should choose the ONE that best fits into the passage. Then

mark the corresponding letter on Answer Sheet 2 with a single line

through the centre. Part Ⅴ Cloze (15 minutes) 注意：此部分试题

请在答题卡2上作答。 The fact that blind people can "see" things

using other parts of their bodies 67 their eyes may help us to

understand our feeling about colour. If they can 68 colour

differences then perhaps we, too, are affected by colour

unconsciously. Manufacturers have discovered by trial and 69 that

sugar 70 badly in green wrappings, that blue foods, are considered 71

and that cosmetic (化妆品) should never be packaged 72 brown.

These discoveries have grown into a whole 73 of colour psychology

that now finds application in 74 from fashion to interior decoration.

Some of our 75 are clearly psychological. 76 blue is the colour of the

night sky and therefore associated 77 passivity and calm, while yellow

is a day colour with associations of energy and incentive (刺激). For

primitive man, activity during the day meant hunting and attacking,

while he soon saw as red, the colour of. blood and rage and the heat

that came with 78 . And green is associated with passive defence and

self-preservation. 79 have shown that colours, partly because of their

physiological associations, also have a direct psychological effect.

People 80 to bright red show a(an) 81 in heartbeat, and blood



pressure.red is exciting. Similar exposure to pure blue has exactly the

opposite effect. it is a 82 colour. Because of its exciting connotations(

涵义) ,red was chosen as the 83 for danger, but closer 84 shows that a

vivid yellow can produce a more basic state of alertness and alarm, so

fire engines and ambulances in some advanced communities are now

85 around in bright yellow colours that 86 the traffic dead. 67. A)

besides B) apart from C) in turn D) including来源：考试大 68. A)

separate B) taste C) sense D) feel 69. A) mistake B) wrong C) test D)

error 70. A) sold B) is sold C) sells D) sells to be 71. A) displeased B)

unpleasant C) unhappy D) joyless 72. A) in B) by C) with D) under

73. A) course B) fiction C) discipline D) range 74. A) anything B)

every thing C) nothing D) everything 75. A) tendency B) choices C)

favourites D) preferences 76. A) Heavy B) Black C) Dark D) Deep

77. A) with B) to C) for D) by 78. A) energy B) spirit C) effort D)

contributions 79. A) Tests B) Examinations C) Practice D)

Experiments 80. A) sacrificed B) revealed C) exposed D) discovered

81. A) promotion B) increase来源：考试大的美女编辑们 C)

development D) improvement 82. A) easy B) quiet C) dangerous D)

calming 83. A) signal B) sign C) symbol D) label 84. A) analyses B)

analysis C) analysis D) analytics 85. A) rushing B) pushing C)

dashing D) crashing 86. A) cause B) stop C) lead D) make #0000ff>
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